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A heart can be hopeful, or silly, or happy. A heart can be rugged, or snappy, or lonely. A heart holds

every different feeling, and debut author-artist Michael Hall captures each one with a delicate touch.

For each feeling, the bold, graphic artwork creates an animal out of heart shapes, from "eager as a

beaver" to "angry as a bear" to "thoughtful as an owl." An accessible and beautiful debut, My Heart

Is Like a Zoo is everything a classic picture book should be: honest, sincere, and speaking directly

to even the very youngest child.  Ages: 0 - 5
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Kiwi Magazine Review:I *heart* this book. Although many may see this colorful children's picture

book as just a sweet bedtime tale, it is the perfect Valentine craft for kids as well. Imagine the

critters that can be made out of heart shapes in various sizes. This book is a breath of fresh air in

the shelves full of books about zoo animals. We would recommend it for ages 2-5.

All young children have little feelings in their hearts and heads, but it is often difficult for them to

understand or express their emotions. This little book of twenty animals, all made up in part of

"heart" shapes, can help parents, caretakers and teachers help them understand and express their

feelings, emotions and attitudes. This is a fun book of heart words and feelings in the shape of



herons, hippos, caterpillars, clams, bears, crabs and many other animals."My heart is like a

zoo-eager as a beaver,steady as a yak,hopeful as a hungry heron, hoping for a snack . . . "This

adorable "heart" story in rhyme is one of those perfect books to read and discuss during story or

circle time. Each of the brief descriptions of an animal can be linked to a primary emotion. The

artwork is ingeniously designed to incorporate several heart shapes in each colorful animal. The

whole book simply shouts read me and read me again. There are "more than three hundred hearts"

in the design of this book for youngsters to count. This book can simply be a captivating page turner

for the littlest "readers" or a learning experience for the older ones. If you want an instant classic,

this is one you might want to consider!

I came across this book by chance, and bought as an impulse purchase. It is absolutely adorable.

We don't have any other books by this author, but I've added them to our wish list.I bought the book

for our "newly two" thinking he'd enjoy the pictures. (The "almost four" is much more into anything

with wheels, so I wasn't expecting him to be too into this.) Well, turns out it's a hit with both.There

are some words that weren't as familiar to the kids, but we've explained what they mean, or given

synonyms in explanation. What a great and easy way to teach new words.Adorable, and great for

ages 18 months - 4 years or so.

Already my almsot two year old daughter and I have made several of the heart shaped animals

from.this book: the frog, the bear, the moose. My daughter doesn't out right ask for this books, like

some of her other favorites, but she never turns away from it either. It's great for inspiring creativity

and the heart shaped animals are lovely

What a great board book! This is a favorite at my house and will probably be my baby shower go-to

from now on!The bright, bold colors are eye catching. The artwork is simple in that it is made up

almost entirely of hearts, which is lovely to look at and provides a seeking/counting game and arts

and crafts inspiration for older children. The rhyme and rhythm make it a joy to read-- seriously, just

try it! "Brave as a lion, thoughtful as an owl, peaceful as a portly walrus lounging on a towel." The

emotions, character traits, and physical descriptions are great vocab builders, and baby is

captivated listening to it and looking at the pages. We can't get enough of this one!

This book contains page after page of similes of what my heart is like such as "steady as a yak,"

"cool as a penguin," and "gloomy as a lone coyote walking in the fog." Each animal is created out of



colorful heart shapes such as what you see on the cover.I was torn on my opinion of this book. On

one hand, as a book that is supposed to teach emotions I felt the examples were entirely too

abstract for ages 0-5 to understand. For example: "cozy as a clam." What is this supposed to mean

in relation to feelings? On this concept it falls very short of the mark. On the other hand this book is

a good example of similes, an introduction to different animals, teaches shapes and colors, is a

great springboard for an art project, has a good rhythm, and is a good beginning reader book

because there are only a few words on each page. So in my opinion it fails at its intended purpose,

but is still a good overall and enjoyable book.I would give it a three stars, but because it has so

many redeeming qualities I will round up. I recommend for ages 3-6

As a 70 year old, I enjoyed the creative designs and colors in the book, but I was concerned that the

children would think it was too "babyish." That was not the case. It provided them with ideas for

creating their own Valentines, and now my refrigerator door has new decorations. Lots of fun.

My Heart is like a Zoo shows the reader how one simple shape, the Valentine heart, can be used

and slightly modified to make many different larger, complex shapes-- those of animals in this case.

Michael Hall's illustrations at first look simple, until closer observation brings out the complex nature

of what Mr. Hall has accomplished. The process for my students of recreating some of the images,

and making their own, with construction paper excited them. It also highly challenged them, as they

needed to be conscious of what they were seeing, and had to make carefully thought-out decisions.
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